
The Relative Benefits & 
Sources of Micronutrients
What does "organic" mean when applied to vitamins and minerals? There is a ton of confusion 
and misinformation out there about this topic. To begin with, there is no "certified organic" label 
or certification process for multivitamins, as that certification is solely used for foods and herbs. 
More on this important distinction below, but all micronutrients are "organic" molecules, 
meaning that they are associated with living processes. So when it applies to human nutrition, the 
moniker "organic" should be exclusively reserved for FOODS. If anyone is touting their vitamin 
and mineral supplement as being organic, they are being less than truthful and preying on a 
general lack of understanding about this basic distinction.

I have always been a big proponent of natural and organic 
foods and supplements, so take that into account when you 
read my take on this whole controversy — which some might 
say is a tempest in a teapot. We are fortunate to have a great 
team of Q Sciences Ambassadors, and we value all of your 
opinions. My purpose here is to help separate the forest from 
the trees, and, thanks to the wonders of the internet, there 
are lots of trees out there! To carry that analogy, it does none 
of us any good to get down into the weeds with this or that 
micronutrient. I do that a lot in responding to questions and 
concerns, and my responses are usually very well-received.

Many of the opinions regarding this issue on the internet are 
from people with little or no scientific or medical back-
ground. Others may have a bone to pick, or are involved with 
a company that (surprise!) happens to be marketing products 
which they claim to be "whole food" or "organic", although 

those terms are not fully applicable to the realm of multivitamin, herb, amino, and mineral 
supplements. For these reasons, this discussion can often be very one sided, as those who have 
been already convinced and have consumed the Kool-Aid, can be difficult to bring around to a 
reasonable and rational point of view.

When you consider or discuss these issues, as there are several, it is important to bear in mind the 
following SCIENCE-BASED truths:

1) That our food supply, even if organic, has been considerably devitalized with regards to micronutrient content — 
due to synthetic fertilizers and over-farming, which depletes the actual soil of its vitamin and mineral content.
 
2) That ensuring a sufficient supply of the vital micronutrients required by our brains and bodies for optimal health 
mandates the use of supplemental intake.

3) That the best micronutrient formulas are naturally sourced and balanced. Chelation with organic ligands helps 
revitalize nutrients, adding cofactors and associations that help make them more effective. 

As I previously mentioned, the term organic refers to foods, not vitamins. All minerals in Q 96 are naturally sourced and as 
such are "organic" by definition. Putting trace minerals in Q 96 and then in a chelation brew for 96 hours, which makes 
them much more "organic," if you want to use that term as they are bound to organic ligands in this process. All herbs in 
Q Sciences products are organic wherever possible, and all are naturally sourced and processed. We use "whole herb" 
extracts that contain vital cofactors.
 
While all Q Sciences vitamins and amino acids are made with natural processes, they obviously need to be purified and 
measured in a lab. Clearly, you cannot extract 5 mg of vitamin B2 from a beet, even if that beet is organic. If you did, it 
would no longer be defined as “organic” as you need to purify and measure using a sterile laboratory. What you would 
extract would be vitamin B2, and nothing else as all our ingredients are USP pure. The yeasts and bacteria that are used to 
create the vitamins and amino acids are organic, also by definition, if you consider that they are living creatures grown 
without harmful chemicals.

This brings us to another important truth: Companies that say their vitamins and minerals are "all natural" or "organic" 
are stretching the truth in this sense, and this leads to confusion. It is a marketing ploy that is frankly dishonest. Check out 
the names of the vitamins and the amounts on such products, and then decide if there is any difference other than the 
fact that Q 96 is perfectly balanced, micronized, and chelated, which theirs are not.

I have shared below a competitive analysis I was asked to craft, comparing a company (not named, as we are not that 
petty) with Q Sciences products. In this case, the company in question is heavily promoting their multi supplement as 
being "whole food." Well, once I stopped laughing about this, I got to work explaining why anyone would make such a 
ludicrous claim, and why it is patently false. Let's consider the facts:

1) Whole foods provide lots of great micronutrients, which are best taken in their whole form. (i.e. carrots, kale, nuts, 
seeds, fish, etc). And if you want nutritional insurance, which is highly recommended, you need to take supplemen-
tal nutrients. A daily multi has been shown to reduce a number of important health risks.

2) If you extract the micronutrients from whole foods, they are no longer whole — this is clear if you think about it. 
So, if some company claims that they derive x vitamin from y food, regardless of its origin or potency etc, it no 
longer can be called whole food. You might claim that it is derived from a whole food, but so are ALL Q Sciences 
ingredients.

A few years ago the FDA made a study of over 500 herb and vitamin combinations to find out if these products actually 
contained what was listed on the label. Surprisingly, or not, they found that 78% did not contain any DNA from the listed 
herbs. You might imagine that the vitamin and mineral components were likewise incorrect.

At Q Sciences, we not only know our products contain exactly what is listed in the best possible form, but we also 
guarantee that to be true. Our production practices are impeccable, and if we find a better ingredient we incorporate it 
as soon as possible.

The word and internet buzz around "organic" and "natural" or "synthetic"  can be misleading and confusing. I hope our 
explanation is helpful. 

Company X vs Q Sciences product comparison:
I don't seek to offend here, but I need to inform. This company is positioning itself as being a supplement derived from 
whole foods but offers no insight as to why this is better, other than to say that "quava" etc. are good sources of B 
vitamins. The fact is that basil and lemon and quava have negligible B vitamin content, and while they are great foods, 
the process of extracting, measuring, and purifying the various vitamins requires more laboratory manipulation and 
degradation of the "whole food." 

Q Sciences derives B vitamins from specialized nutritional yeasts in a sterile environment. AND yeast is a whole food, and 
one that contains and produces more than 100 times (way more) than the vitamin content that could be derived from 
basil and lemon etc. The yeast process is much cleaner, more accurate, and involves fewer laboratory manipulations than 
breaking down basil etc. This is pretty much obvious if you consider the plants and the alternative.
 
Q Sciences then puts the combination of vitamins into a glycoprotein matrix for 96 hours of chelation. 

I have put this companies promotional bullets in quotes and responded in italics and bolded:

"All nutrients derived from whole food sources." This is very vague and means next to nothing. The amount of 
nutrients you get from a dried capsule of "whole foods" is minimal. You would be better off eating high 
quality foods and spending your money on that!

"Includes vitamins and minerals in a glycoprotein ferment, a process that converts nutrients into a protein matrix 
through natural fermentation, making vitamins and minerals more stable and bioavailable." This is just another 
term for our chelation product, and with their ingredients I am not convinced that it is even useful as that 
process is better with micros at higher measurable concentrations. Glycoprotein just means sugars and 
proteins...

"Includes both macro- and trace marine minerals from red algae, a unique plant source that is more bioavailable 
than minerals derived from other sources." Algae is great and that is why we include seaweed extract in Q 
Prime, but we include an effective dose whereas there is little room in these capsules for that considering 
the other ingredients. We also include a kelp extract in Q Max.

"Contains certified organic superfoods — a combination of nature’s most nutrient-dense greens and berries — 
guaranteeing maximum phytonutrient content and preserving those nutrients through a low-heat drying process." 
So this is very much overstated, as even though the berries and greens are certified organic (really?) the 
amount that can be included in this format is minimal, and again the money is better spent on buying 
organic greens and berries!

"Contains B vitamins extracted from holy basil, lemon, and guava, which are then naturally concentrated through a 
proprietary fermentation process that helps support the activity and stability of B-complex vitamins." There is no 
way to extract sufficient amounts of B vitamins from these foods to fit here. Measuring and purifying B 
vitamins as we do simply cannot be done in this manner, and if so it would be no better than having a 
purified vitamin that can be quantified. Note that they say "contains B vitamins extracted.." this is so vague 
and can be applied to any food or extract. Again, zero science, lots of hype. I refer to the FDA study from a 
few years ago that found that 78% of supplement products that touted the use of specific herbs were 
found to contain NO DNA from those herbs. Q Sciences guarantees their ingredients from top to bottom.

“Contains organic trace minerals from an ancient plant source that has not been subjected to modern farming 
techniques.” Because these minerals are in a pristine form, they are rich in nutrients not found in the typical 
western diet. Wow! An ancient plant source that has never been farmed! Can you provide a clue as to what 
plant? I am not sure there is any nutritional ancient plant source that has never been farmed. People might 
be allergic. Very mysterious, really.

“Includes sources of natural phytonutrients such as polyphenols, carotenoids, indole-3-carbinol, which have a wide 
range of health benefits.” OF course, it has these, as do most good foods, but what concentration and what 
is the source other than everything? It is easy to toss out these buzz words, which are just chemical constit-
uents found in many foods, and of course, some will be convinced that this is good or somehow unique. Our 
Q Metabolic Boost has powerful concentrations of polyphenols, and we made a separate product as that is 
what it takes to get these concentrations, and 8 capsules a day — far more than they could deliver.

I would give this company an E for effort and a D for science, and an F for explanation! They are clearly playing into the 
crowd that believes that you can cram some whole food (what does that mean, not chopped up — in this case they use 
some extracts, which, by definition, are not "whole foods") into some veggie caps and that will meet all your nutrient 
needs. This is a nice dream but does not translate into reality. If you want holy basil and quava B vitamins, then buy some 
basil, make a nice salad, and some quava and just eat them — whole foods indeed. The usual dose of Holy Basil for 
therapeutic purposes is 450 mg extract, and this would fill their capsule — better off to spend seven bucks for basil caps. I 
am a big fan of holy basil but the value is not in the B vitamins as they imply but to other amino acids, etc. that require a 
larger dose than they could ever have in their low mg extract.

The fact is that there are very minimal amounts of B vitamins and other nutrients in an extract of these and other foods, 
certainly not enough to warrant paying high prices for what you can buy at the local store and get much more balanced 
nutrition (fiber, etc). Q Max has twice the B vitamin content for four capsules, and is better balanced. They stick to the 
RDAs, which are vastly outdated as they have been unchanged more or less for 75 years. Since then studies show we 
need more B12 and more B vitamins in general because of devitalized soils and foods.

In addition, this formula contains 400 mg of Calcium, more mg than all the other ingredients combined! This makes it 
more of a calcium supplement than a balanced nutritional supplement, and Q Sciences does not recommend so much 
calcium daily for men (prostate cancer) especially and women with heart disease. For some post menopausal women 
calcium is recommended in these dosages, but when given daily over many years to healthy men and women or those 
with those conditions, it can be harmful. Our diet contains substantial calcium, and the amount in Q Max is small 
and appropriate.

There is literally no competition with our products, and most all will understand that if they read the ingredients and 
understand the science. We do an excellent job of explaining the science, and they are just tossing out buzz words. 

Hype with no substance, and in this case it is more egregious than many others that I have reviewed as they are playing 
on the fears and confusion of the unsuspecting but well-intentioned public!

Well, so much for that! I also want to mention that the amino acids in all our products are natural, as they are basic 
chemical building blocks that contain no unnatural contaminants or other substances. An amino acid is a very basic 
molecule of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. ALL AMINO ACIDS IN ALL SUPPLEMENTS THAT ARE USP PURE 
ARE EXACTLY THE SAME! USP pure means that there is nothing in there except that molecule, so whether you get it 
from squeezing an avocado or from a lab it is exactly the same, and considered natural. 

Tony Stephan was correct in stating that Q 96 is natural, but I would qualify that by saying the correct term is 
naturally-derived. I realize that this is confusing, but I would say that Q is as much or more natural than any other 36 
ingredient multi-nutrient supplement. If you still don't believe me, go down to the stores or online and look closely at 
the labels of any supplement that bills itself as all natural — same molecules listed as they have been derived, purified, 
and measured in a similar manner, but Q has the upper hand because chelation helps form slightly acidic mineral salts 
that interact with the other ingredients in a natural manner, which the body eats up!

What do we mean by "natural" or "synthetic?" This is a philosophical question. I know that most people, when they ask 
this question, want to hear that we have fields of beautiful plants blowing in the breeze, and that we go out among these 
plants and harvest the vitamin A plant, and the vitamin B plant, etc. and add it to our sprays. It is a nice idea, but for the 
majority of vitamins it does not happen. The level of most vitamins in the "natural" state is just not high enough to be 
able to do this. These same people believe that "synthetic" is BAD are generally misinformed. 

Our very knowledgeable Dr. Clive Spray has this to say on the subject: 

Most vitamins are made by some type of commercial modification of a closely-related chemical species. Minerals are 
all natural in their elemental form, and we mineral forms and salts in the chelation process. However, it IS true to say 
that everything in our products is as closely derived from natural sources as is feasible. 
 
I am sure we all have had interactions with clients, patients, friends or neighbors in which no amount of real science 
will bridge the gap to understanding. In these situations I do my best to try and understand their perspective and 
realize that after 35 years of practice and study, I still don't know everything. That said, chemical compounds are what 
they are. Vitamin D doesn't know where its carbon, hydrogen, or oxygen atoms come from...it is either Vitamin D (or E 
or A) or it is not. There are processes for changing Vitamin D to become a product that can be used in research (such 
as adding a bromoacetate molecule or Deuterium to the normal molecule) but these products have a different 
synthesis. The only potential issue is not the product itself but the presence of any contaminates that result from the 
manufacture. As every portion of our products is manufactured to the highest available standard, using the best 
production methods and technology, we should be very pleased with the products we have to offer.

The majority of vitamins on the market today must be considered "synthetic," although they are "nature identical" 
and are natural substances. Even though they may be produced in a laboratory, the end result is a "nature identical" 
molecule that has (whatever some people may say) a mode of action identical to that of the substance as found 
in nature. 
 
What we must remember is that these substances, as found in nature, have been "bio"-synthesized—that is, the 
organism, be it a plant, animal, fungus, or whatever, synthesizes the substance in question through a series of 
enzyme-mediated steps, from simple starting materials, e.g. carbon dioxide and water. When we produce the 
same substances in the lab, we duplicate these reactions on a large, commercial scale through a series of 
"synthetic" steps.

For example, with Vitamin B12. Commercial preparation is a microbiological fermentation. A suitable bacterium is fed the 
appropriate starting materials and the bacterium converts these into vitamin B12. The B12 is then extracted from the 
culture medium and purified. Does that mean it is natural or synthetic? In animals, B12 is made in the gut by similar 
bacteria, in the same process. If we eat meat from the animal, or extract B12 from the animal liver, is that B12 any more 
natural than the lab-made stuff? 

When it comes to peppermint flavor in our sprays, we do use a natural origin flavor. The flavoring is extracted from 
peppermint plants grown in a field naturally.
 
At the end of the day we must accept that this issue of origin, whether deemed synthetic, natural, organic, or "whole 
food" will continue, and that there are those who will never acknowledge or fully understand the information presented 
here. It is a very hard question to answer, as it is usually asked by those with some type of previous bias or an alternative 
agenda (such as marketing a competing product!). As such, we might choose our battles and put our energies where they 
will do the most good!

Remember, it is completely truthful to state that all our ingredients are derived from natural sources and are found 
in nature.

Best!

One of my main tasks as Chief 
Science Officer at Q Sciences is 
to separate fact from fiction. 
This is a huge job actually, as the 
internet has spawned a veritable 
flood of false and misleading 
information about the topic of 
micronutrient supplementation. 
In comparison, reliable and 
science-based information is a 
drop in the bucket. Can you say, 
"FAKE NEWS"?!
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What does "organic" mean when applied to vitamins and minerals? There is a ton of confusion 
and misinformation out there about this topic. To begin with, there is no "certified organic" label 
or certification process for multivitamins, as that certification is solely used for foods and herbs. 
More on this important distinction below, but all micronutrients are "organic" molecules, 
meaning that they are associated with living processes. So when it applies to human nutrition, the 
moniker "organic" should be exclusively reserved for FOODS. If anyone is touting their vitamin 
and mineral supplement as being organic, they are being less than truthful and preying on a 
general lack of understanding about this basic distinction.

I have always been a big proponent of natural and organic 
foods and supplements, so take that into account when you 
read my take on this whole controversy — which some might 
say is a tempest in a teapot. We are fortunate to have a great 
team of Q Sciences Ambassadors, and we value all of your 
opinions. My purpose here is to help separate the forest from 
the trees, and, thanks to the wonders of the internet, there 
are lots of trees out there! To carry that analogy, it does none 
of us any good to get down into the weeds with this or that 
micronutrient. I do that a lot in responding to questions and 
concerns, and my responses are usually very well-received.

Many of the opinions regarding this issue on the internet are 
from people with little or no scientific or medical back-
ground. Others may have a bone to pick, or are involved with 
a company that (surprise!) happens to be marketing products 
which they claim to be "whole food" or "organic", although 

those terms are not fully applicable to the realm of multivitamin, herb, amino, and mineral 
supplements. For these reasons, this discussion can often be very one sided, as those who have 
been already convinced and have consumed the Kool-Aid, can be difficult to bring around to a 
reasonable and rational point of view.

When you consider or discuss these issues, as there are several, it is important to bear in mind the 
following SCIENCE-BASED truths:

1) That our food supply, even if organic, has been considerably devitalized with regards to micronutrient content — 
due to synthetic fertilizers and over-farming, which depletes the actual soil of its vitamin and mineral content.
 
2) That ensuring a sufficient supply of the vital micronutrients required by our brains and bodies for optimal health 
mandates the use of supplemental intake.

3) That the best micronutrient formulas are naturally sourced and balanced. Chelation with organic ligands helps 
revitalize nutrients, adding cofactors and associations that help make them more effective. 

As I previously mentioned, the term organic refers to foods, not vitamins. All minerals in Q 96 are naturally sourced and as 
such are "organic" by definition. Putting trace minerals in Q 96 and then in a chelation brew for 96 hours, which makes 
them much more "organic," if you want to use that term as they are bound to organic ligands in this process. All herbs in 
Q Sciences products are organic wherever possible, and all are naturally sourced and processed. We use "whole herb" 
extracts that contain vital cofactors.
 
While all Q Sciences vitamins and amino acids are made with natural processes, they obviously need to be purified and 
measured in a lab. Clearly, you cannot extract 5 mg of vitamin B2 from a beet, even if that beet is organic. If you did, it 
would no longer be defined as “organic” as you need to purify and measure using a sterile laboratory. What you would 
extract would be vitamin B2, and nothing else as all our ingredients are USP pure. The yeasts and bacteria that are used to 
create the vitamins and amino acids are organic, also by definition, if you consider that they are living creatures grown 
without harmful chemicals.

This brings us to another important truth: Companies that say their vitamins and minerals are "all natural" or "organic" 
are stretching the truth in this sense, and this leads to confusion. It is a marketing ploy that is frankly dishonest. Check out 
the names of the vitamins and the amounts on such products, and then decide if there is any difference other than the 
fact that Q 96 is perfectly balanced, micronized, and chelated, which theirs are not.

I have shared below a competitive analysis I was asked to craft, comparing a company (not named, as we are not that 
petty) with Q Sciences products. In this case, the company in question is heavily promoting their multi supplement as 
being "whole food." Well, once I stopped laughing about this, I got to work explaining why anyone would make such a 
ludicrous claim, and why it is patently false. Let's consider the facts:

1) Whole foods provide lots of great micronutrients, which are best taken in their whole form. (i.e. carrots, kale, nuts, 
seeds, fish, etc). And if you want nutritional insurance, which is highly recommended, you need to take supplemen-
tal nutrients. A daily multi has been shown to reduce a number of important health risks.

2) If you extract the micronutrients from whole foods, they are no longer whole — this is clear if you think about it. 
So, if some company claims that they derive x vitamin from y food, regardless of its origin or potency etc, it no 
longer can be called whole food. You might claim that it is derived from a whole food, but so are ALL Q Sciences 
ingredients.

A few years ago the FDA made a study of over 500 herb and vitamin combinations to find out if these products actually 
contained what was listed on the label. Surprisingly, or not, they found that 78% did not contain any DNA from the listed 
herbs. You might imagine that the vitamin and mineral components were likewise incorrect.

At Q Sciences, we not only know our products contain exactly what is listed in the best possible form, but we also 
guarantee that to be true. Our production practices are impeccable, and if we find a better ingredient we incorporate it 
as soon as possible.

The word and internet buzz around "organic" and "natural" or "synthetic"  can be misleading and confusing. I hope our 
explanation is helpful. 

Company X vs Q Sciences product comparison:
I don't seek to offend here, but I need to inform. This company is positioning itself as being a supplement derived from 
whole foods but offers no insight as to why this is better, other than to say that "quava" etc. are good sources of B 
vitamins. The fact is that basil and lemon and quava have negligible B vitamin content, and while they are great foods, 
the process of extracting, measuring, and purifying the various vitamins requires more laboratory manipulation and 
degradation of the "whole food." 

Q Sciences derives B vitamins from specialized nutritional yeasts in a sterile environment. AND yeast is a whole food, and 
one that contains and produces more than 100 times (way more) than the vitamin content that could be derived from 
basil and lemon etc. The yeast process is much cleaner, more accurate, and involves fewer laboratory manipulations than 
breaking down basil etc. This is pretty much obvious if you consider the plants and the alternative.
 
Q Sciences then puts the combination of vitamins into a glycoprotein matrix for 96 hours of chelation. 

I have put this companies promotional bullets in quotes and responded in italics and bolded:

"All nutrients derived from whole food sources." This is very vague and means next to nothing. The amount of 
nutrients you get from a dried capsule of "whole foods" is minimal. You would be better off eating high 
quality foods and spending your money on that!

"Includes vitamins and minerals in a glycoprotein ferment, a process that converts nutrients into a protein matrix 
through natural fermentation, making vitamins and minerals more stable and bioavailable." This is just another 
term for our chelation product, and with their ingredients I am not convinced that it is even useful as that 
process is better with micros at higher measurable concentrations. Glycoprotein just means sugars and 
proteins...

"Includes both macro- and trace marine minerals from red algae, a unique plant source that is more bioavailable 
than minerals derived from other sources." Algae is great and that is why we include seaweed extract in Q 
Prime, but we include an effective dose whereas there is little room in these capsules for that considering 
the other ingredients. We also include a kelp extract in Q Max.

"Contains certified organic superfoods — a combination of nature’s most nutrient-dense greens and berries — 
guaranteeing maximum phytonutrient content and preserving those nutrients through a low-heat drying process." 
So this is very much overstated, as even though the berries and greens are certified organic (really?) the 
amount that can be included in this format is minimal, and again the money is better spent on buying 
organic greens and berries!

"Contains B vitamins extracted from holy basil, lemon, and guava, which are then naturally concentrated through a 
proprietary fermentation process that helps support the activity and stability of B-complex vitamins." There is no 
way to extract sufficient amounts of B vitamins from these foods to fit here. Measuring and purifying B 
vitamins as we do simply cannot be done in this manner, and if so it would be no better than having a 
purified vitamin that can be quantified. Note that they say "contains B vitamins extracted.." this is so vague 
and can be applied to any food or extract. Again, zero science, lots of hype. I refer to the FDA study from a 
few years ago that found that 78% of supplement products that touted the use of specific herbs were 
found to contain NO DNA from those herbs. Q Sciences guarantees their ingredients from top to bottom.

“Contains organic trace minerals from an ancient plant source that has not been subjected to modern farming 
techniques.” Because these minerals are in a pristine form, they are rich in nutrients not found in the typical 
western diet. Wow! An ancient plant source that has never been farmed! Can you provide a clue as to what 
plant? I am not sure there is any nutritional ancient plant source that has never been farmed. People might 
be allergic. Very mysterious, really.

“Includes sources of natural phytonutrients such as polyphenols, carotenoids, indole-3-carbinol, which have a wide 
range of health benefits.” OF course, it has these, as do most good foods, but what concentration and what 
is the source other than everything? It is easy to toss out these buzz words, which are just chemical constit-
uents found in many foods, and of course, some will be convinced that this is good or somehow unique. Our 
Q Metabolic Boost has powerful concentrations of polyphenols, and we made a separate product as that is 
what it takes to get these concentrations, and 8 capsules a day — far more than they could deliver.

I would give this company an E for effort and a D for science, and an F for explanation! They are clearly playing into the 
crowd that believes that you can cram some whole food (what does that mean, not chopped up — in this case they use 
some extracts, which, by definition, are not "whole foods") into some veggie caps and that will meet all your nutrient 
needs. This is a nice dream but does not translate into reality. If you want holy basil and quava B vitamins, then buy some 
basil, make a nice salad, and some quava and just eat them — whole foods indeed. The usual dose of Holy Basil for 
therapeutic purposes is 450 mg extract, and this would fill their capsule — better off to spend seven bucks for basil caps. I 
am a big fan of holy basil but the value is not in the B vitamins as they imply but to other amino acids, etc. that require a 
larger dose than they could ever have in their low mg extract.

The fact is that there are very minimal amounts of B vitamins and other nutrients in an extract of these and other foods, 
certainly not enough to warrant paying high prices for what you can buy at the local store and get much more balanced 
nutrition (fiber, etc). Q Max has twice the B vitamin content for four capsules, and is better balanced. They stick to the 
RDAs, which are vastly outdated as they have been unchanged more or less for 75 years. Since then studies show we 
need more B12 and more B vitamins in general because of devitalized soils and foods.

In addition, this formula contains 400 mg of Calcium, more mg than all the other ingredients combined! This makes it 
more of a calcium supplement than a balanced nutritional supplement, and Q Sciences does not recommend so much 
calcium daily for men (prostate cancer) especially and women with heart disease. For some post menopausal women 
calcium is recommended in these dosages, but when given daily over many years to healthy men and women or those 
with those conditions, it can be harmful. Our diet contains substantial calcium, and the amount in Q Max is small 
and appropriate.

There is literally no competition with our products, and most all will understand that if they read the ingredients and 
understand the science. We do an excellent job of explaining the science, and they are just tossing out buzz words. 

Hype with no substance, and in this case it is more egregious than many others that I have reviewed as they are playing 
on the fears and confusion of the unsuspecting but well-intentioned public!

Well, so much for that! I also want to mention that the amino acids in all our products are natural, as they are basic 
chemical building blocks that contain no unnatural contaminants or other substances. An amino acid is a very basic 
molecule of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. ALL AMINO ACIDS IN ALL SUPPLEMENTS THAT ARE USP PURE 
ARE EXACTLY THE SAME! USP pure means that there is nothing in there except that molecule, so whether you get it 
from squeezing an avocado or from a lab it is exactly the same, and considered natural. 

Tony Stephan was correct in stating that Q 96 is natural, but I would qualify that by saying the correct term is 
naturally-derived. I realize that this is confusing, but I would say that Q is as much or more natural than any other 36 
ingredient multi-nutrient supplement. If you still don't believe me, go down to the stores or online and look closely at 
the labels of any supplement that bills itself as all natural — same molecules listed as they have been derived, purified, 
and measured in a similar manner, but Q has the upper hand because chelation helps form slightly acidic mineral salts 
that interact with the other ingredients in a natural manner, which the body eats up!

What do we mean by "natural" or "synthetic?" This is a philosophical question. I know that most people, when they ask 
this question, want to hear that we have fields of beautiful plants blowing in the breeze, and that we go out among these 
plants and harvest the vitamin A plant, and the vitamin B plant, etc. and add it to our sprays. It is a nice idea, but for the 
majority of vitamins it does not happen. The level of most vitamins in the "natural" state is just not high enough to be 
able to do this. These same people believe that "synthetic" is BAD are generally misinformed. 

Our very knowledgeable Dr. Clive Spray has this to say on the subject: 

Most vitamins are made by some type of commercial modification of a closely-related chemical species. Minerals are 
all natural in their elemental form, and we mineral forms and salts in the chelation process. However, it IS true to say 
that everything in our products is as closely derived from natural sources as is feasible. 
 
I am sure we all have had interactions with clients, patients, friends or neighbors in which no amount of real science 
will bridge the gap to understanding. In these situations I do my best to try and understand their perspective and 
realize that after 35 years of practice and study, I still don't know everything. That said, chemical compounds are what 
they are. Vitamin D doesn't know where its carbon, hydrogen, or oxygen atoms come from...it is either Vitamin D (or E 
or A) or it is not. There are processes for changing Vitamin D to become a product that can be used in research (such 
as adding a bromoacetate molecule or Deuterium to the normal molecule) but these products have a different 
synthesis. The only potential issue is not the product itself but the presence of any contaminates that result from the 
manufacture. As every portion of our products is manufactured to the highest available standard, using the best 
production methods and technology, we should be very pleased with the products we have to offer.

The majority of vitamins on the market today must be considered "synthetic," although they are "nature identical" 
and are natural substances. Even though they may be produced in a laboratory, the end result is a "nature identical" 
molecule that has (whatever some people may say) a mode of action identical to that of the substance as found 
in nature. 
 
What we must remember is that these substances, as found in nature, have been "bio"-synthesized—that is, the 
organism, be it a plant, animal, fungus, or whatever, synthesizes the substance in question through a series of 
enzyme-mediated steps, from simple starting materials, e.g. carbon dioxide and water. When we produce the 
same substances in the lab, we duplicate these reactions on a large, commercial scale through a series of 
"synthetic" steps.

For example, with Vitamin B12. Commercial preparation is a microbiological fermentation. A suitable bacterium is fed the 
appropriate starting materials and the bacterium converts these into vitamin B12. The B12 is then extracted from the 
culture medium and purified. Does that mean it is natural or synthetic? In animals, B12 is made in the gut by similar 
bacteria, in the same process. If we eat meat from the animal, or extract B12 from the animal liver, is that B12 any more 
natural than the lab-made stuff? 

When it comes to peppermint flavor in our sprays, we do use a natural origin flavor. The flavoring is extracted from 
peppermint plants grown in a field naturally.
 
At the end of the day we must accept that this issue of origin, whether deemed synthetic, natural, organic, or "whole 
food" will continue, and that there are those who will never acknowledge or fully understand the information presented 
here. It is a very hard question to answer, as it is usually asked by those with some type of previous bias or an alternative 
agenda (such as marketing a competing product!). As such, we might choose our battles and put our energies where they 
will do the most good!

Remember, it is completely truthful to state that all our ingredients are derived from natural sources and are found 
in nature.

Best!



What does "organic" mean when applied to vitamins and minerals? There is a ton of confusion 
and misinformation out there about this topic. To begin with, there is no "certified organic" label 
or certification process for multivitamins, as that certification is solely used for foods and herbs. 
More on this important distinction below, but all micronutrients are "organic" molecules, 
meaning that they are associated with living processes. So when it applies to human nutrition, the 
moniker "organic" should be exclusively reserved for FOODS. If anyone is touting their vitamin 
and mineral supplement as being organic, they are being less than truthful and preying on a 
general lack of understanding about this basic distinction.

I have always been a big proponent of natural and organic 
foods and supplements, so take that into account when you 
read my take on this whole controversy — which some might 
say is a tempest in a teapot. We are fortunate to have a great 
team of Q Sciences Ambassadors, and we value all of your 
opinions. My purpose here is to help separate the forest from 
the trees, and, thanks to the wonders of the internet, there 
are lots of trees out there! To carry that analogy, it does none 
of us any good to get down into the weeds with this or that 
micronutrient. I do that a lot in responding to questions and 
concerns, and my responses are usually very well-received.

Many of the opinions regarding this issue on the internet are 
from people with little or no scientific or medical back-
ground. Others may have a bone to pick, or are involved with 
a company that (surprise!) happens to be marketing products 
which they claim to be "whole food" or "organic", although 

those terms are not fully applicable to the realm of multivitamin, herb, amino, and mineral 
supplements. For these reasons, this discussion can often be very one sided, as those who have 
been already convinced and have consumed the Kool-Aid, can be difficult to bring around to a 
reasonable and rational point of view.

When you consider or discuss these issues, as there are several, it is important to bear in mind the 
following SCIENCE-BASED truths:

1) That our food supply, even if organic, has been considerably devitalized with regards to micronutrient content — 
due to synthetic fertilizers and over-farming, which depletes the actual soil of its vitamin and mineral content.
 
2) That ensuring a sufficient supply of the vital micronutrients required by our brains and bodies for optimal health 
mandates the use of supplemental intake.

3) That the best micronutrient formulas are naturally sourced and balanced. Chelation with organic ligands helps 
revitalize nutrients, adding cofactors and associations that help make them more effective. 

As I previously mentioned, the term organic refers to foods, not vitamins. All minerals in Q 96 are naturally sourced and as 
such are "organic" by definition. Putting trace minerals in Q 96 and then in a chelation brew for 96 hours, which makes 
them much more "organic," if you want to use that term as they are bound to organic ligands in this process. All herbs in 
Q Sciences products are organic wherever possible, and all are naturally sourced and processed. We use "whole herb" 
extracts that contain vital cofactors.
 
While all Q Sciences vitamins and amino acids are made with natural processes, they obviously need to be purified and 
measured in a lab. Clearly, you cannot extract 5 mg of vitamin B2 from a beet, even if that beet is organic. If you did, it 
would no longer be defined as “organic” as you need to purify and measure using a sterile laboratory. What you would 
extract would be vitamin B2, and nothing else as all our ingredients are USP pure. The yeasts and bacteria that are used to 
create the vitamins and amino acids are organic, also by definition, if you consider that they are living creatures grown 
without harmful chemicals.

This brings us to another important truth: Companies that say their vitamins and minerals are "all natural" or "organic" 
are stretching the truth in this sense, and this leads to confusion. It is a marketing ploy that is frankly dishonest. Check out 
the names of the vitamins and the amounts on such products, and then decide if there is any difference other than the 
fact that Q 96 is perfectly balanced, micronized, and chelated, which theirs are not.

I have shared below a competitive analysis I was asked to craft, comparing a company (not named, as we are not that 
petty) with Q Sciences products. In this case, the company in question is heavily promoting their multi supplement as 
being "whole food." Well, once I stopped laughing about this, I got to work explaining why anyone would make such a 
ludicrous claim, and why it is patently false. Let's consider the facts:

1) Whole foods provide lots of great micronutrients, which are best taken in their whole form. (i.e. carrots, kale, nuts, 
seeds, fish, etc). And if you want nutritional insurance, which is highly recommended, you need to take supplemen-
tal nutrients. A daily multi has been shown to reduce a number of important health risks.

2) If you extract the micronutrients from whole foods, they are no longer whole — this is clear if you think about it. 
So, if some company claims that they derive x vitamin from y food, regardless of its origin or potency etc, it no 
longer can be called whole food. You might claim that it is derived from a whole food, but so are ALL Q Sciences 
ingredients.

A few years ago the FDA made a study of over 500 herb and vitamin combinations to find out if these products actually 
contained what was listed on the label. Surprisingly, or not, they found that 78% did not contain any DNA from the listed 
herbs. You might imagine that the vitamin and mineral components were likewise incorrect.

At Q Sciences, we not only know our products contain exactly what is listed in the best possible form, but we also 
guarantee that to be true. Our production practices are impeccable, and if we find a better ingredient we incorporate it 
as soon as possible.

The word and internet buzz around "organic" and "natural" or "synthetic"  can be misleading and confusing. I hope our 
explanation is helpful. 

Company X vs Q Sciences product comparison:
I don't seek to offend here, but I need to inform. This company is positioning itself as being a supplement derived from 
whole foods but offers no insight as to why this is better, other than to say that "quava" etc. are good sources of B 
vitamins. The fact is that basil and lemon and quava have negligible B vitamin content, and while they are great foods, 
the process of extracting, measuring, and purifying the various vitamins requires more laboratory manipulation and 
degradation of the "whole food." 

Q Sciences derives B vitamins from specialized nutritional yeasts in a sterile environment. AND yeast is a whole food, and 
one that contains and produces more than 100 times (way more) than the vitamin content that could be derived from 
basil and lemon etc. The yeast process is much cleaner, more accurate, and involves fewer laboratory manipulations than 
breaking down basil etc. This is pretty much obvious if you consider the plants and the alternative.
 
Q Sciences then puts the combination of vitamins into a glycoprotein matrix for 96 hours of chelation. 

I have put this companies promotional bullets in quotes and responded in italics and bolded:

"All nutrients derived from whole food sources." This is very vague and means next to nothing. The amount of 
nutrients you get from a dried capsule of "whole foods" is minimal. You would be better off eating high 
quality foods and spending your money on that!

"Includes vitamins and minerals in a glycoprotein ferment, a process that converts nutrients into a protein matrix 
through natural fermentation, making vitamins and minerals more stable and bioavailable." This is just another 
term for our chelation product, and with their ingredients I am not convinced that it is even useful as that 
process is better with micros at higher measurable concentrations. Glycoprotein just means sugars and 
proteins...

"Includes both macro- and trace marine minerals from red algae, a unique plant source that is more bioavailable 
than minerals derived from other sources." Algae is great and that is why we include seaweed extract in Q 
Prime, but we include an effective dose whereas there is little room in these capsules for that considering 
the other ingredients. We also include a kelp extract in Q Max.

"Contains certified organic superfoods — a combination of nature’s most nutrient-dense greens and berries — 
guaranteeing maximum phytonutrient content and preserving those nutrients through a low-heat drying process." 
So this is very much overstated, as even though the berries and greens are certified organic (really?) the 
amount that can be included in this format is minimal, and again the money is better spent on buying 
organic greens and berries!

"Contains B vitamins extracted from holy basil, lemon, and guava, which are then naturally concentrated through a 
proprietary fermentation process that helps support the activity and stability of B-complex vitamins." There is no 
way to extract sufficient amounts of B vitamins from these foods to fit here. Measuring and purifying B 
vitamins as we do simply cannot be done in this manner, and if so it would be no better than having a 
purified vitamin that can be quantified. Note that they say "contains B vitamins extracted.." this is so vague 
and can be applied to any food or extract. Again, zero science, lots of hype. I refer to the FDA study from a 
few years ago that found that 78% of supplement products that touted the use of specific herbs were 
found to contain NO DNA from those herbs. Q Sciences guarantees their ingredients from top to bottom.

“Contains organic trace minerals from an ancient plant source that has not been subjected to modern farming 
techniques.” Because these minerals are in a pristine form, they are rich in nutrients not found in the typical 
western diet. Wow! An ancient plant source that has never been farmed! Can you provide a clue as to what 
plant? I am not sure there is any nutritional ancient plant source that has never been farmed. People might 
be allergic. Very mysterious, really.

“Includes sources of natural phytonutrients such as polyphenols, carotenoids, indole-3-carbinol, which have a wide 
range of health benefits.” OF course, it has these, as do most good foods, but what concentration and what 
is the source other than everything? It is easy to toss out these buzz words, which are just chemical constit-
uents found in many foods, and of course, some will be convinced that this is good or somehow unique. Our 
Q Metabolic Boost has powerful concentrations of polyphenols, and we made a separate product as that is 
what it takes to get these concentrations, and 8 capsules a day — far more than they could deliver.

I would give this company an E for effort and a D for science, and an F for explanation! They are clearly playing into the 
crowd that believes that you can cram some whole food (what does that mean, not chopped up — in this case they use 
some extracts, which, by definition, are not "whole foods") into some veggie caps and that will meet all your nutrient 
needs. This is a nice dream but does not translate into reality. If you want holy basil and quava B vitamins, then buy some 
basil, make a nice salad, and some quava and just eat them — whole foods indeed. The usual dose of Holy Basil for 
therapeutic purposes is 450 mg extract, and this would fill their capsule — better off to spend seven bucks for basil caps. I 
am a big fan of holy basil but the value is not in the B vitamins as they imply but to other amino acids, etc. that require a 
larger dose than they could ever have in their low mg extract.

The fact is that there are very minimal amounts of B vitamins and other nutrients in an extract of these and other foods, 
certainly not enough to warrant paying high prices for what you can buy at the local store and get much more balanced 
nutrition (fiber, etc). Q Max has twice the B vitamin content for four capsules, and is better balanced. They stick to the 
RDAs, which are vastly outdated as they have been unchanged more or less for 75 years. Since then studies show we 
need more B12 and more B vitamins in general because of devitalized soils and foods.

In addition, this formula contains 400 mg of Calcium, more mg than all the other ingredients combined! This makes it 
more of a calcium supplement than a balanced nutritional supplement, and Q Sciences does not recommend so much 
calcium daily for men (prostate cancer) especially and women with heart disease. For some post menopausal women 
calcium is recommended in these dosages, but when given daily over many years to healthy men and women or those 
with those conditions, it can be harmful. Our diet contains substantial calcium, and the amount in Q Max is small 
and appropriate.

There is literally no competition with our products, and most all will understand that if they read the ingredients and 
understand the science. We do an excellent job of explaining the science, and they are just tossing out buzz words. 

Hype with no substance, and in this case it is more egregious than many others that I have reviewed as they are playing 
on the fears and confusion of the unsuspecting but well-intentioned public!

Well, so much for that! I also want to mention that the amino acids in all our products are natural, as they are basic 
chemical building blocks that contain no unnatural contaminants or other substances. An amino acid is a very basic 
molecule of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. ALL AMINO ACIDS IN ALL SUPPLEMENTS THAT ARE USP PURE 
ARE EXACTLY THE SAME! USP pure means that there is nothing in there except that molecule, so whether you get it 
from squeezing an avocado or from a lab it is exactly the same, and considered natural. 

Tony Stephan was correct in stating that Q 96 is natural, but I would qualify that by saying the correct term is 
naturally-derived. I realize that this is confusing, but I would say that Q is as much or more natural than any other 36 
ingredient multi-nutrient supplement. If you still don't believe me, go down to the stores or online and look closely at 
the labels of any supplement that bills itself as all natural — same molecules listed as they have been derived, purified, 
and measured in a similar manner, but Q has the upper hand because chelation helps form slightly acidic mineral salts 
that interact with the other ingredients in a natural manner, which the body eats up!

What do we mean by "natural" or "synthetic?" This is a philosophical question. I know that most people, when they ask 
this question, want to hear that we have fields of beautiful plants blowing in the breeze, and that we go out among these 
plants and harvest the vitamin A plant, and the vitamin B plant, etc. and add it to our sprays. It is a nice idea, but for the 
majority of vitamins it does not happen. The level of most vitamins in the "natural" state is just not high enough to be 
able to do this. These same people believe that "synthetic" is BAD are generally misinformed. 

Our very knowledgeable Dr. Clive Spray has this to say on the subject: 

Most vitamins are made by some type of commercial modification of a closely-related chemical species. Minerals are 
all natural in their elemental form, and we mineral forms and salts in the chelation process. However, it IS true to say 
that everything in our products is as closely derived from natural sources as is feasible. 
 
I am sure we all have had interactions with clients, patients, friends or neighbors in which no amount of real science 
will bridge the gap to understanding. In these situations I do my best to try and understand their perspective and 
realize that after 35 years of practice and study, I still don't know everything. That said, chemical compounds are what 
they are. Vitamin D doesn't know where its carbon, hydrogen, or oxygen atoms come from...it is either Vitamin D (or E 
or A) or it is not. There are processes for changing Vitamin D to become a product that can be used in research (such 
as adding a bromoacetate molecule or Deuterium to the normal molecule) but these products have a different 
synthesis. The only potential issue is not the product itself but the presence of any contaminates that result from the 
manufacture. As every portion of our products is manufactured to the highest available standard, using the best 
production methods and technology, we should be very pleased with the products we have to offer.

The majority of vitamins on the market today must be considered "synthetic," although they are "nature identical" 
and are natural substances. Even though they may be produced in a laboratory, the end result is a "nature identical" 
molecule that has (whatever some people may say) a mode of action identical to that of the substance as found 
in nature. 
 
What we must remember is that these substances, as found in nature, have been "bio"-synthesized—that is, the 
organism, be it a plant, animal, fungus, or whatever, synthesizes the substance in question through a series of 
enzyme-mediated steps, from simple starting materials, e.g. carbon dioxide and water. When we produce the 
same substances in the lab, we duplicate these reactions on a large, commercial scale through a series of 
"synthetic" steps.

For example, with Vitamin B12. Commercial preparation is a microbiological fermentation. A suitable bacterium is fed the 
appropriate starting materials and the bacterium converts these into vitamin B12. The B12 is then extracted from the 
culture medium and purified. Does that mean it is natural or synthetic? In animals, B12 is made in the gut by similar 
bacteria, in the same process. If we eat meat from the animal, or extract B12 from the animal liver, is that B12 any more 
natural than the lab-made stuff? 

When it comes to peppermint flavor in our sprays, we do use a natural origin flavor. The flavoring is extracted from 
peppermint plants grown in a field naturally.
 
At the end of the day we must accept that this issue of origin, whether deemed synthetic, natural, organic, or "whole 
food" will continue, and that there are those who will never acknowledge or fully understand the information presented 
here. It is a very hard question to answer, as it is usually asked by those with some type of previous bias or an alternative 
agenda (such as marketing a competing product!). As such, we might choose our battles and put our energies where they 
will do the most good!

Remember, it is completely truthful to state that all our ingredients are derived from natural sources and are found 
in nature.

Best!



What does "organic" mean when applied to vitamins and minerals? There is a ton of confusion 
and misinformation out there about this topic. To begin with, there is no "certified organic" label 
or certification process for multivitamins, as that certification is solely used for foods and herbs. 
More on this important distinction below, but all micronutrients are "organic" molecules, 
meaning that they are associated with living processes. So when it applies to human nutrition, the 
moniker "organic" should be exclusively reserved for FOODS. If anyone is touting their vitamin 
and mineral supplement as being organic, they are being less than truthful and preying on a 
general lack of understanding about this basic distinction.

I have always been a big proponent of natural and organic 
foods and supplements, so take that into account when you 
read my take on this whole controversy — which some might 
say is a tempest in a teapot. We are fortunate to have a great 
team of Q Sciences Ambassadors, and we value all of your 
opinions. My purpose here is to help separate the forest from 
the trees, and, thanks to the wonders of the internet, there 
are lots of trees out there! To carry that analogy, it does none 
of us any good to get down into the weeds with this or that 
micronutrient. I do that a lot in responding to questions and 
concerns, and my responses are usually very well-received.

Many of the opinions regarding this issue on the internet are 
from people with little or no scientific or medical back-
ground. Others may have a bone to pick, or are involved with 
a company that (surprise!) happens to be marketing products 
which they claim to be "whole food" or "organic", although 

those terms are not fully applicable to the realm of multivitamin, herb, amino, and mineral 
supplements. For these reasons, this discussion can often be very one sided, as those who have 
been already convinced and have consumed the Kool-Aid, can be difficult to bring around to a 
reasonable and rational point of view.

When you consider or discuss these issues, as there are several, it is important to bear in mind the 
following SCIENCE-BASED truths:

1) That our food supply, even if organic, has been considerably devitalized with regards to micronutrient content — 
due to synthetic fertilizers and over-farming, which depletes the actual soil of its vitamin and mineral content.
 
2) That ensuring a sufficient supply of the vital micronutrients required by our brains and bodies for optimal health 
mandates the use of supplemental intake.

3) That the best micronutrient formulas are naturally sourced and balanced. Chelation with organic ligands helps 
revitalize nutrients, adding cofactors and associations that help make them more effective. 

As I previously mentioned, the term organic refers to foods, not vitamins. All minerals in Q 96 are naturally sourced and as 
such are "organic" by definition. Putting trace minerals in Q 96 and then in a chelation brew for 96 hours, which makes 
them much more "organic," if you want to use that term as they are bound to organic ligands in this process. All herbs in 
Q Sciences products are organic wherever possible, and all are naturally sourced and processed. We use "whole herb" 
extracts that contain vital cofactors.
 
While all Q Sciences vitamins and amino acids are made with natural processes, they obviously need to be purified and 
measured in a lab. Clearly, you cannot extract 5 mg of vitamin B2 from a beet, even if that beet is organic. If you did, it 
would no longer be defined as “organic” as you need to purify and measure using a sterile laboratory. What you would 
extract would be vitamin B2, and nothing else as all our ingredients are USP pure. The yeasts and bacteria that are used to 
create the vitamins and amino acids are organic, also by definition, if you consider that they are living creatures grown 
without harmful chemicals.

This brings us to another important truth: Companies that say their vitamins and minerals are "all natural" or "organic" 
are stretching the truth in this sense, and this leads to confusion. It is a marketing ploy that is frankly dishonest. Check out 
the names of the vitamins and the amounts on such products, and then decide if there is any difference other than the 
fact that Q 96 is perfectly balanced, micronized, and chelated, which theirs are not.

I have shared below a competitive analysis I was asked to craft, comparing a company (not named, as we are not that 
petty) with Q Sciences products. In this case, the company in question is heavily promoting their multi supplement as 
being "whole food." Well, once I stopped laughing about this, I got to work explaining why anyone would make such a 
ludicrous claim, and why it is patently false. Let's consider the facts:

1) Whole foods provide lots of great micronutrients, which are best taken in their whole form. (i.e. carrots, kale, nuts, 
seeds, fish, etc). And if you want nutritional insurance, which is highly recommended, you need to take supplemen-
tal nutrients. A daily multi has been shown to reduce a number of important health risks.

2) If you extract the micronutrients from whole foods, they are no longer whole — this is clear if you think about it. 
So, if some company claims that they derive x vitamin from y food, regardless of its origin or potency etc, it no 
longer can be called whole food. You might claim that it is derived from a whole food, but so are ALL Q Sciences 
ingredients.

A few years ago the FDA made a study of over 500 herb and vitamin combinations to find out if these products actually 
contained what was listed on the label. Surprisingly, or not, they found that 78% did not contain any DNA from the listed 
herbs. You might imagine that the vitamin and mineral components were likewise incorrect.

At Q Sciences, we not only know our products contain exactly what is listed in the best possible form, but we also 
guarantee that to be true. Our production practices are impeccable, and if we find a better ingredient we incorporate it 
as soon as possible.

The word and internet buzz around "organic" and "natural" or "synthetic"  can be misleading and confusing. I hope our 
explanation is helpful. 

Company X vs Q Sciences product comparison:
I don't seek to offend here, but I need to inform. This company is positioning itself as being a supplement derived from 
whole foods but offers no insight as to why this is better, other than to say that "quava" etc. are good sources of B 
vitamins. The fact is that basil and lemon and quava have negligible B vitamin content, and while they are great foods, 
the process of extracting, measuring, and purifying the various vitamins requires more laboratory manipulation and 
degradation of the "whole food." 

Q Sciences derives B vitamins from specialized nutritional yeasts in a sterile environment. AND yeast is a whole food, and 
one that contains and produces more than 100 times (way more) than the vitamin content that could be derived from 
basil and lemon etc. The yeast process is much cleaner, more accurate, and involves fewer laboratory manipulations than 
breaking down basil etc. This is pretty much obvious if you consider the plants and the alternative.
 
Q Sciences then puts the combination of vitamins into a glycoprotein matrix for 96 hours of chelation. 

I have put this companies promotional bullets in quotes and responded in italics and bolded:

"All nutrients derived from whole food sources." This is very vague and means next to nothing. The amount of 
nutrients you get from a dried capsule of "whole foods" is minimal. You would be better off eating high 
quality foods and spending your money on that!

"Includes vitamins and minerals in a glycoprotein ferment, a process that converts nutrients into a protein matrix 
through natural fermentation, making vitamins and minerals more stable and bioavailable." This is just another 
term for our chelation product, and with their ingredients I am not convinced that it is even useful as that 
process is better with micros at higher measurable concentrations. Glycoprotein just means sugars and 
proteins...

"Includes both macro- and trace marine minerals from red algae, a unique plant source that is more bioavailable 
than minerals derived from other sources." Algae is great and that is why we include seaweed extract in Q 
Prime, but we include an effective dose whereas there is little room in these capsules for that considering 
the other ingredients. We also include a kelp extract in Q Max.

"Contains certified organic superfoods — a combination of nature’s most nutrient-dense greens and berries — 
guaranteeing maximum phytonutrient content and preserving those nutrients through a low-heat drying process." 
So this is very much overstated, as even though the berries and greens are certified organic (really?) the 
amount that can be included in this format is minimal, and again the money is better spent on buying 
organic greens and berries!

"Contains B vitamins extracted from holy basil, lemon, and guava, which are then naturally concentrated through a 
proprietary fermentation process that helps support the activity and stability of B-complex vitamins." There is no 
way to extract sufficient amounts of B vitamins from these foods to fit here. Measuring and purifying B 
vitamins as we do simply cannot be done in this manner, and if so it would be no better than having a 
purified vitamin that can be quantified. Note that they say "contains B vitamins extracted.." this is so vague 
and can be applied to any food or extract. Again, zero science, lots of hype. I refer to the FDA study from a 
few years ago that found that 78% of supplement products that touted the use of specific herbs were 
found to contain NO DNA from those herbs. Q Sciences guarantees their ingredients from top to bottom.

“Contains organic trace minerals from an ancient plant source that has not been subjected to modern farming 
techniques.” Because these minerals are in a pristine form, they are rich in nutrients not found in the typical 
western diet. Wow! An ancient plant source that has never been farmed! Can you provide a clue as to what 
plant? I am not sure there is any nutritional ancient plant source that has never been farmed. People might 
be allergic. Very mysterious, really.

“Includes sources of natural phytonutrients such as polyphenols, carotenoids, indole-3-carbinol, which have a wide 
range of health benefits.” OF course, it has these, as do most good foods, but what concentration and what 
is the source other than everything? It is easy to toss out these buzz words, which are just chemical constit-
uents found in many foods, and of course, some will be convinced that this is good or somehow unique. Our 
Q Metabolic Boost has powerful concentrations of polyphenols, and we made a separate product as that is 
what it takes to get these concentrations, and 8 capsules a day — far more than they could deliver.

I would give this company an E for effort and a D for science, and an F for explanation! They are clearly playing into the 
crowd that believes that you can cram some whole food (what does that mean, not chopped up — in this case they use 
some extracts, which, by definition, are not "whole foods") into some veggie caps and that will meet all your nutrient 
needs. This is a nice dream but does not translate into reality. If you want holy basil and quava B vitamins, then buy some 
basil, make a nice salad, and some quava and just eat them — whole foods indeed. The usual dose of Holy Basil for 
therapeutic purposes is 450 mg extract, and this would fill their capsule — better off to spend seven bucks for basil caps. I 
am a big fan of holy basil but the value is not in the B vitamins as they imply but to other amino acids, etc. that require a 
larger dose than they could ever have in their low mg extract.

The fact is that there are very minimal amounts of B vitamins and other nutrients in an extract of these and other foods, 
certainly not enough to warrant paying high prices for what you can buy at the local store and get much more balanced 
nutrition (fiber, etc). Q Max has twice the B vitamin content for four capsules, and is better balanced. They stick to the 
RDAs, which are vastly outdated as they have been unchanged more or less for 75 years. Since then studies show we 
need more B12 and more B vitamins in general because of devitalized soils and foods.

In addition, this formula contains 400 mg of Calcium, more mg than all the other ingredients combined! This makes it 
more of a calcium supplement than a balanced nutritional supplement, and Q Sciences does not recommend so much 
calcium daily for men (prostate cancer) especially and women with heart disease. For some post menopausal women 
calcium is recommended in these dosages, but when given daily over many years to healthy men and women or those 
with those conditions, it can be harmful. Our diet contains substantial calcium, and the amount in Q Max is small 
and appropriate.

There is literally no competition with our products, and most all will understand that if they read the ingredients and 
understand the science. We do an excellent job of explaining the science, and they are just tossing out buzz words. 

Hype with no substance, and in this case it is more egregious than many others that I have reviewed as they are playing 
on the fears and confusion of the unsuspecting but well-intentioned public!

Well, so much for that! I also want to mention that the amino acids in all our products are natural, as they are basic 
chemical building blocks that contain no unnatural contaminants or other substances. An amino acid is a very basic 
molecule of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. ALL AMINO ACIDS IN ALL SUPPLEMENTS THAT ARE USP PURE 
ARE EXACTLY THE SAME! USP pure means that there is nothing in there except that molecule, so whether you get it 
from squeezing an avocado or from a lab it is exactly the same, and considered natural. 

Tony Stephan was correct in stating that Q 96 is natural, but I would qualify that by saying the correct term is 
naturally-derived. I realize that this is confusing, but I would say that Q is as much or more natural than any other 36 
ingredient multi-nutrient supplement. If you still don't believe me, go down to the stores or online and look closely at 
the labels of any supplement that bills itself as all natural — same molecules listed as they have been derived, purified, 
and measured in a similar manner, but Q has the upper hand because chelation helps form slightly acidic mineral salts 
that interact with the other ingredients in a natural manner, which the body eats up!

What do we mean by "natural" or "synthetic?" This is a philosophical question. I know that most people, when they ask 
this question, want to hear that we have fields of beautiful plants blowing in the breeze, and that we go out among these 
plants and harvest the vitamin A plant, and the vitamin B plant, etc. and add it to our sprays. It is a nice idea, but for the 
majority of vitamins it does not happen. The level of most vitamins in the "natural" state is just not high enough to be 
able to do this. These same people believe that "synthetic" is BAD are generally misinformed. 

Our very knowledgeable Dr. Clive Spray has this to say on the subject: 

Most vitamins are made by some type of commercial modification of a closely-related chemical species. Minerals are 
all natural in their elemental form, and we mineral forms and salts in the chelation process. However, it IS true to say 
that everything in our products is as closely derived from natural sources as is feasible. 
 
I am sure we all have had interactions with clients, patients, friends or neighbors in which no amount of real science 
will bridge the gap to understanding. In these situations I do my best to try and understand their perspective and 
realize that after 35 years of practice and study, I still don't know everything. That said, chemical compounds are what 
they are. Vitamin D doesn't know where its carbon, hydrogen, or oxygen atoms come from...it is either Vitamin D (or E 
or A) or it is not. There are processes for changing Vitamin D to become a product that can be used in research (such 
as adding a bromoacetate molecule or Deuterium to the normal molecule) but these products have a different 
synthesis. The only potential issue is not the product itself but the presence of any contaminates that result from the 
manufacture. As every portion of our products is manufactured to the highest available standard, using the best 
production methods and technology, we should be very pleased with the products we have to offer.

The majority of vitamins on the market today must be considered "synthetic," although they are "nature identical" 
and are natural substances. Even though they may be produced in a laboratory, the end result is a "nature identical" 
molecule that has (whatever some people may say) a mode of action identical to that of the substance as found 
in nature. 
 
What we must remember is that these substances, as found in nature, have been "bio"-synthesized—that is, the 
organism, be it a plant, animal, fungus, or whatever, synthesizes the substance in question through a series of 
enzyme-mediated steps, from simple starting materials, e.g. carbon dioxide and water. When we produce the 
same substances in the lab, we duplicate these reactions on a large, commercial scale through a series of 
"synthetic" steps.

For example, with Vitamin B12. Commercial preparation is a microbiological fermentation. A suitable bacterium is fed the 
appropriate starting materials and the bacterium converts these into vitamin B12. The B12 is then extracted from the 
culture medium and purified. Does that mean it is natural or synthetic? In animals, B12 is made in the gut by similar 
bacteria, in the same process. If we eat meat from the animal, or extract B12 from the animal liver, is that B12 any more 
natural than the lab-made stuff? 

When it comes to peppermint flavor in our sprays, we do use a natural origin flavor. The flavoring is extracted from 
peppermint plants grown in a field naturally.
 
At the end of the day we must accept that this issue of origin, whether deemed synthetic, natural, organic, or "whole 
food" will continue, and that there are those who will never acknowledge or fully understand the information presented 
here. It is a very hard question to answer, as it is usually asked by those with some type of previous bias or an alternative 
agenda (such as marketing a competing product!). As such, we might choose our battles and put our energies where they 
will do the most good!

Remember, it is completely truthful to state that all our ingredients are derived from natural sources and are found 
in nature.

Best!



* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.This product is not 
intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. Individual results may vary.

What does "organic" mean when applied to vitamins and minerals? There is a ton of confusion 
and misinformation out there about this topic. To begin with, there is no "certified organic" label 
or certification process for multivitamins, as that certification is solely used for foods and herbs. 
More on this important distinction below, but all micronutrients are "organic" molecules, 
meaning that they are associated with living processes. So when it applies to human nutrition, the 
moniker "organic" should be exclusively reserved for FOODS. If anyone is touting their vitamin 
and mineral supplement as being organic, they are being less than truthful and preying on a 
general lack of understanding about this basic distinction.

I have always been a big proponent of natural and organic 
foods and supplements, so take that into account when you 
read my take on this whole controversy — which some might 
say is a tempest in a teapot. We are fortunate to have a great 
team of Q Sciences Ambassadors, and we value all of your 
opinions. My purpose here is to help separate the forest from 
the trees, and, thanks to the wonders of the internet, there 
are lots of trees out there! To carry that analogy, it does none 
of us any good to get down into the weeds with this or that 
micronutrient. I do that a lot in responding to questions and 
concerns, and my responses are usually very well-received.

Many of the opinions regarding this issue on the internet are 
from people with little or no scientific or medical back-
ground. Others may have a bone to pick, or are involved with 
a company that (surprise!) happens to be marketing products 
which they claim to be "whole food" or "organic", although 

those terms are not fully applicable to the realm of multivitamin, herb, amino, and mineral 
supplements. For these reasons, this discussion can often be very one sided, as those who have 
been already convinced and have consumed the Kool-Aid, can be difficult to bring around to a 
reasonable and rational point of view.

When you consider or discuss these issues, as there are several, it is important to bear in mind the 
following SCIENCE-BASED truths:

1) That our food supply, even if organic, has been considerably devitalized with regards to micronutrient content — 
due to synthetic fertilizers and over-farming, which depletes the actual soil of its vitamin and mineral content.
 
2) That ensuring a sufficient supply of the vital micronutrients required by our brains and bodies for optimal health 
mandates the use of supplemental intake.

3) That the best micronutrient formulas are naturally sourced and balanced. Chelation with organic ligands helps 
revitalize nutrients, adding cofactors and associations that help make them more effective. 

As I previously mentioned, the term organic refers to foods, not vitamins. All minerals in Q 96 are naturally sourced and as 
such are "organic" by definition. Putting trace minerals in Q 96 and then in a chelation brew for 96 hours, which makes 
them much more "organic," if you want to use that term as they are bound to organic ligands in this process. All herbs in 
Q Sciences products are organic wherever possible, and all are naturally sourced and processed. We use "whole herb" 
extracts that contain vital cofactors.
 
While all Q Sciences vitamins and amino acids are made with natural processes, they obviously need to be purified and 
measured in a lab. Clearly, you cannot extract 5 mg of vitamin B2 from a beet, even if that beet is organic. If you did, it 
would no longer be defined as “organic” as you need to purify and measure using a sterile laboratory. What you would 
extract would be vitamin B2, and nothing else as all our ingredients are USP pure. The yeasts and bacteria that are used to 
create the vitamins and amino acids are organic, also by definition, if you consider that they are living creatures grown 
without harmful chemicals.

This brings us to another important truth: Companies that say their vitamins and minerals are "all natural" or "organic" 
are stretching the truth in this sense, and this leads to confusion. It is a marketing ploy that is frankly dishonest. Check out 
the names of the vitamins and the amounts on such products, and then decide if there is any difference other than the 
fact that Q 96 is perfectly balanced, micronized, and chelated, which theirs are not.

I have shared below a competitive analysis I was asked to craft, comparing a company (not named, as we are not that 
petty) with Q Sciences products. In this case, the company in question is heavily promoting their multi supplement as 
being "whole food." Well, once I stopped laughing about this, I got to work explaining why anyone would make such a 
ludicrous claim, and why it is patently false. Let's consider the facts:

1) Whole foods provide lots of great micronutrients, which are best taken in their whole form. (i.e. carrots, kale, nuts, 
seeds, fish, etc). And if you want nutritional insurance, which is highly recommended, you need to take supplemen-
tal nutrients. A daily multi has been shown to reduce a number of important health risks.

2) If you extract the micronutrients from whole foods, they are no longer whole — this is clear if you think about it. 
So, if some company claims that they derive x vitamin from y food, regardless of its origin or potency etc, it no 
longer can be called whole food. You might claim that it is derived from a whole food, but so are ALL Q Sciences 
ingredients.

A few years ago the FDA made a study of over 500 herb and vitamin combinations to find out if these products actually 
contained what was listed on the label. Surprisingly, or not, they found that 78% did not contain any DNA from the listed 
herbs. You might imagine that the vitamin and mineral components were likewise incorrect.

At Q Sciences, we not only know our products contain exactly what is listed in the best possible form, but we also 
guarantee that to be true. Our production practices are impeccable, and if we find a better ingredient we incorporate it 
as soon as possible.

The word and internet buzz around "organic" and "natural" or "synthetic"  can be misleading and confusing. I hope our 
explanation is helpful. 

Company X vs Q Sciences product comparison:
I don't seek to offend here, but I need to inform. This company is positioning itself as being a supplement derived from 
whole foods but offers no insight as to why this is better, other than to say that "quava" etc. are good sources of B 
vitamins. The fact is that basil and lemon and quava have negligible B vitamin content, and while they are great foods, 
the process of extracting, measuring, and purifying the various vitamins requires more laboratory manipulation and 
degradation of the "whole food." 

Q Sciences derives B vitamins from specialized nutritional yeasts in a sterile environment. AND yeast is a whole food, and 
one that contains and produces more than 100 times (way more) than the vitamin content that could be derived from 
basil and lemon etc. The yeast process is much cleaner, more accurate, and involves fewer laboratory manipulations than 
breaking down basil etc. This is pretty much obvious if you consider the plants and the alternative.
 
Q Sciences then puts the combination of vitamins into a glycoprotein matrix for 96 hours of chelation. 

I have put this companies promotional bullets in quotes and responded in italics and bolded:

"All nutrients derived from whole food sources." This is very vague and means next to nothing. The amount of 
nutrients you get from a dried capsule of "whole foods" is minimal. You would be better off eating high 
quality foods and spending your money on that!

"Includes vitamins and minerals in a glycoprotein ferment, a process that converts nutrients into a protein matrix 
through natural fermentation, making vitamins and minerals more stable and bioavailable." This is just another 
term for our chelation product, and with their ingredients I am not convinced that it is even useful as that 
process is better with micros at higher measurable concentrations. Glycoprotein just means sugars and 
proteins...

"Includes both macro- and trace marine minerals from red algae, a unique plant source that is more bioavailable 
than minerals derived from other sources." Algae is great and that is why we include seaweed extract in Q 
Prime, but we include an effective dose whereas there is little room in these capsules for that considering 
the other ingredients. We also include a kelp extract in Q Max.

"Contains certified organic superfoods — a combination of nature’s most nutrient-dense greens and berries — 
guaranteeing maximum phytonutrient content and preserving those nutrients through a low-heat drying process." 
So this is very much overstated, as even though the berries and greens are certified organic (really?) the 
amount that can be included in this format is minimal, and again the money is better spent on buying 
organic greens and berries!

"Contains B vitamins extracted from holy basil, lemon, and guava, which are then naturally concentrated through a 
proprietary fermentation process that helps support the activity and stability of B-complex vitamins." There is no 
way to extract sufficient amounts of B vitamins from these foods to fit here. Measuring and purifying B 
vitamins as we do simply cannot be done in this manner, and if so it would be no better than having a 
purified vitamin that can be quantified. Note that they say "contains B vitamins extracted.." this is so vague 
and can be applied to any food or extract. Again, zero science, lots of hype. I refer to the FDA study from a 
few years ago that found that 78% of supplement products that touted the use of specific herbs were 
found to contain NO DNA from those herbs. Q Sciences guarantees their ingredients from top to bottom.

“Contains organic trace minerals from an ancient plant source that has not been subjected to modern farming 
techniques.” Because these minerals are in a pristine form, they are rich in nutrients not found in the typical 
western diet. Wow! An ancient plant source that has never been farmed! Can you provide a clue as to what 
plant? I am not sure there is any nutritional ancient plant source that has never been farmed. People might 
be allergic. Very mysterious, really.

“Includes sources of natural phytonutrients such as polyphenols, carotenoids, indole-3-carbinol, which have a wide 
range of health benefits.” OF course, it has these, as do most good foods, but what concentration and what 
is the source other than everything? It is easy to toss out these buzz words, which are just chemical constit-
uents found in many foods, and of course, some will be convinced that this is good or somehow unique. Our 
Q Metabolic Boost has powerful concentrations of polyphenols, and we made a separate product as that is 
what it takes to get these concentrations, and 8 capsules a day — far more than they could deliver.

I would give this company an E for effort and a D for science, and an F for explanation! They are clearly playing into the 
crowd that believes that you can cram some whole food (what does that mean, not chopped up — in this case they use 
some extracts, which, by definition, are not "whole foods") into some veggie caps and that will meet all your nutrient 
needs. This is a nice dream but does not translate into reality. If you want holy basil and quava B vitamins, then buy some 
basil, make a nice salad, and some quava and just eat them — whole foods indeed. The usual dose of Holy Basil for 
therapeutic purposes is 450 mg extract, and this would fill their capsule — better off to spend seven bucks for basil caps. I 
am a big fan of holy basil but the value is not in the B vitamins as they imply but to other amino acids, etc. that require a 
larger dose than they could ever have in their low mg extract.

The fact is that there are very minimal amounts of B vitamins and other nutrients in an extract of these and other foods, 
certainly not enough to warrant paying high prices for what you can buy at the local store and get much more balanced 
nutrition (fiber, etc). Q Max has twice the B vitamin content for four capsules, and is better balanced. They stick to the 
RDAs, which are vastly outdated as they have been unchanged more or less for 75 years. Since then studies show we 
need more B12 and more B vitamins in general because of devitalized soils and foods.

In addition, this formula contains 400 mg of Calcium, more mg than all the other ingredients combined! This makes it 
more of a calcium supplement than a balanced nutritional supplement, and Q Sciences does not recommend so much 
calcium daily for men (prostate cancer) especially and women with heart disease. For some post menopausal women 
calcium is recommended in these dosages, but when given daily over many years to healthy men and women or those 
with those conditions, it can be harmful. Our diet contains substantial calcium, and the amount in Q Max is small 
and appropriate.

There is literally no competition with our products, and most all will understand that if they read the ingredients and 
understand the science. We do an excellent job of explaining the science, and they are just tossing out buzz words. 

Hype with no substance, and in this case it is more egregious than many others that I have reviewed as they are playing 
on the fears and confusion of the unsuspecting but well-intentioned public!

Well, so much for that! I also want to mention that the amino acids in all our products are natural, as they are basic 
chemical building blocks that contain no unnatural contaminants or other substances. An amino acid is a very basic 
molecule of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. ALL AMINO ACIDS IN ALL SUPPLEMENTS THAT ARE USP PURE 
ARE EXACTLY THE SAME! USP pure means that there is nothing in there except that molecule, so whether you get it 
from squeezing an avocado or from a lab it is exactly the same, and considered natural. 

Tony Stephan was correct in stating that Q 96 is natural, but I would qualify that by saying the correct term is 
naturally-derived. I realize that this is confusing, but I would say that Q is as much or more natural than any other 36 
ingredient multi-nutrient supplement. If you still don't believe me, go down to the stores or online and look closely at 
the labels of any supplement that bills itself as all natural — same molecules listed as they have been derived, purified, 
and measured in a similar manner, but Q has the upper hand because chelation helps form slightly acidic mineral salts 
that interact with the other ingredients in a natural manner, which the body eats up!

What do we mean by "natural" or "synthetic?" This is a philosophical question. I know that most people, when they ask 
this question, want to hear that we have fields of beautiful plants blowing in the breeze, and that we go out among these 
plants and harvest the vitamin A plant, and the vitamin B plant, etc. and add it to our sprays. It is a nice idea, but for the 
majority of vitamins it does not happen. The level of most vitamins in the "natural" state is just not high enough to be 
able to do this. These same people believe that "synthetic" is BAD are generally misinformed. 

Our very knowledgeable Dr. Clive Spray has this to say on the subject: 

Most vitamins are made by some type of commercial modification of a closely-related chemical species. Minerals are 
all natural in their elemental form, and we mineral forms and salts in the chelation process. However, it IS true to say 
that everything in our products is as closely derived from natural sources as is feasible. 
 
I am sure we all have had interactions with clients, patients, friends or neighbors in which no amount of real science 
will bridge the gap to understanding. In these situations I do my best to try and understand their perspective and 
realize that after 35 years of practice and study, I still don't know everything. That said, chemical compounds are what 
they are. Vitamin D doesn't know where its carbon, hydrogen, or oxygen atoms come from...it is either Vitamin D (or E 
or A) or it is not. There are processes for changing Vitamin D to become a product that can be used in research (such 
as adding a bromoacetate molecule or Deuterium to the normal molecule) but these products have a different 
synthesis. The only potential issue is not the product itself but the presence of any contaminates that result from the 
manufacture. As every portion of our products is manufactured to the highest available standard, using the best 
production methods and technology, we should be very pleased with the products we have to offer.

The majority of vitamins on the market today must be considered "synthetic," although they are "nature identical" 
and are natural substances. Even though they may be produced in a laboratory, the end result is a "nature identical" 
molecule that has (whatever some people may say) a mode of action identical to that of the substance as found 
in nature. 
 
What we must remember is that these substances, as found in nature, have been "bio"-synthesized—that is, the 
organism, be it a plant, animal, fungus, or whatever, synthesizes the substance in question through a series of 
enzyme-mediated steps, from simple starting materials, e.g. carbon dioxide and water. When we produce the 
same substances in the lab, we duplicate these reactions on a large, commercial scale through a series of 
"synthetic" steps.

For example, with Vitamin B12. Commercial preparation is a microbiological fermentation. A suitable bacterium is fed the 
appropriate starting materials and the bacterium converts these into vitamin B12. The B12 is then extracted from the 
culture medium and purified. Does that mean it is natural or synthetic? In animals, B12 is made in the gut by similar 
bacteria, in the same process. If we eat meat from the animal, or extract B12 from the animal liver, is that B12 any more 
natural than the lab-made stuff? 

When it comes to peppermint flavor in our sprays, we do use a natural origin flavor. The flavoring is extracted from 
peppermint plants grown in a field naturally.
 
At the end of the day we must accept that this issue of origin, whether deemed synthetic, natural, organic, or "whole 
food" will continue, and that there are those who will never acknowledge or fully understand the information presented 
here. It is a very hard question to answer, as it is usually asked by those with some type of previous bias or an alternative 
agenda (such as marketing a competing product!). As such, we might choose our battles and put our energies where they 
will do the most good!

Remember, it is completely truthful to state that all our ingredients are derived from natural sources and are found 
in nature.

Best!


